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Goldilocks

Daddy Bear

Mummy Bear

Baby Bear

Breakfast everyone! I’ve made lovely porridge for you all.

Aaaaaah! This porridge is very hot – I’ve burnt my tongue –
I can’t peak poperly, peathe help me!
Baby Bear runs around the room.
Yes it is rather hot! Why don’t we go for a little walk whilst it cools down.

That’s a very good idea Daddy Bear. Come along Baby Bear. Your tongue will be fine.
The bears leave and along comes Goldilocks.
What a lovely little house. I wonder who lives here. Oh look, there is even some
porridge and I am feeling a bit hungry. Now let me see, a big bowl, a middle sized
bowl and a little bowl.
She walks over to the table and tries the 3 bowls of porridge.
Oh this one is too hot in this big bowl. Let’s try this middle-sized bowl. Oh this
one is too lumpy. What about this small bowl… Ah this is just right.
She eats the porridge all up and decides to have a sit down.
That large chair looks comfy… Oh no, it’s far too hard. What about that medium
chair? Oh no, it’s too soft. I think I’ll try that little chair. Ah yes, just right. Oh no,
I’ve just broken it!
Unfortunately she is too heavy and the chair breaks.
Ow! That hurts, I think I’ll go upstairs for a lie down.
She goes upstairs.
Hmm, 3 beds to choose from… Well this big bed is far too hard. This medium
bed is far too soft… But this small bed is just right for a snooooozzzzzzzzz.
She then falls asleep. Downstairs the bears arrive back home.
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Someone’s been eating my porridge!

Someone’s been eating my porridge!

Someone’s been eating my porridge and they’ve eaten it all up. Boo Hoo!
Baby Bear starts to cry.
But look, someone’s been sitting on my chair!

Yes, and someone’s been sitting on my chair!

(Still crying) And someone’s been sitting on my chair and they have broken it!
They go upstairs.
I don’t believe it! Someone’s been sleeping in my bed.

Well someone’s been sleeping in my bed too!

(Crying even louder now) Someone’s been sleeping in my bed and she is
still sleeping in it. Look! Waaaaaa!
This crying finally wakes up Goldilocks.
What’s that horrible crying sound. Aaaaagh 3 bears – I’m outta here, gotta fly,
thanks for the porridge, byeeeee! I don’t think I’ll be coming back here in a hurry.
She runs out of the house.
How rude! Well, I think that is the last we will be seeing of her. (To Baby Bear)
You can stop crying now! Right, who fancies a bowl of cornflakes then?

- The End -
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